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INTRODUCTION
THE AIM of this article is to state a conjrctural

metrized bundles on arithmetic

Grothendieck-Riemann-Roth

varieties, which would extend the known results of Arakelov

[3]. Faltings [ 193 and Deligne [ I73 in the case of arithmetic
for such a thcorcm was first advocated
Let X be an arithmetic

theorem for

by Manin

surfaces. The project of looking

in [29].

variety (i.e. a regular scheme, quasi-projective

a previous paper [ZO] we defined arirhmc*tic Chow groups sp(X)

and flat over Z). In

for every integer p 2 0,

gcncrated by pairs of cycles and “Green currents” (lot. cit.). We showed that these groups
have basically the same formal properties as the classical Chow groups. They arc covariant
for proper maps (with a dcgrcc shift). In [2l]
on X, endowed with an hcrmitian
characteristic

WC attached to any algebraic vector bundle E

metric h on the associated holomorphic

vector bundle,

classes

g^(E.
h)E
for every symmetric

pozr

have Chcrn character

oirtud hrrmitiun otwor

@ GP(X) 0 Q =
P?O

series fiT,,

. . . , ‘IIk,,+.,)with coefficients in Qs. For instance we

ch(E, ~)ECH(X)~.

We also introduced

bundles on X and extended 2

To state a Grothendieck-Riemann-Roth
given a smooth projective

morphism/:

c-f(X),,
in [2l]

a group i&X)

of

to iO(X).

theorem one still needs two notions. First,
X +

Y between arithmetic

varieties, one needs a

direct imuyr morphism

/;: Lo(X)
Given (E, h) on X, to get the determinant
determinant

of the cohomology

[35] using the Ray-Singer
of Ray-Singer

+ k,(Y).
of/;(E,

h) amounts to defining a metric on the

of E (on the fibers off). This question was solved by Quillen

analytic torsion [36]. In $3 below we shall define higher analogs

analytic torsion and get a reasonable definition of$ (this is a variant of ideas

from our work with Bismut CS.9. IO]).
The second question WC have to ask is what will play the role of the Todd genus. For this
we proceed in a way familiar

to algebraic

geometry

compute both sides of the putative Riemann-Roth

(see for instance [25]),

projcctivc spaces P” over Z, n 2 I. This normalizes the urithmeric

Todd yrnus uniquely. To

f Partially supporlcd hy the Nafional Science Found;ltion and the Sloan Foundation.
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namely we

formula for the trivial line bundle on the
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$1

the obvious candidate %‘(E, h), with
T&K) =

&

= 1- 1
n2l

((l-n)L

’

(n-l)!

where i(s) is the Riemann zeta function, it turns out that a secondary characteristic class has
to be added. It is constructed using the following characteristic power series (see 1.2.3)
R(x) =

1 (2;‘(-m)+;(-m)(l

m odd

+f+

. . .

+&,,-$

The computations which yield this power series are pretty involved. We got the first
coefficients of R(x) using a computer. To check the general expression we reduced the
problem to a difficult combinatorial identity. that D. Zagier was able to prove in general
(Appendix). The conclusion is that the Grothendieck-Riemann-Roth
theorem we conjecture is true for the trivial line bundle on P” (Theorem 2.1.1.).
The paper is organized as follows. In $1 we define Quillen’s metric on the determinant of
cohomology. recall the definitions from [20] and [Zl], and define the arithmetic Todd
genus. We then give a conjecture computing the Quillen metric (1.3). The holomorphic
variation of this equality is known to be true [35] [S. 9, IO] (sec. 1.4). When specialized to
the moduli space of curves of a given genus. the conjecture 1.3 gives the value of some
unknown constants in string theory (1.5). In fact, our computation on P” extends the work
of the string theorist Wcisbcrger [38] on this question when n = 1.
In $2 we prove conjccturc 1.3 for the trivial lint bundle on P’” (Thcorcm 2.1.1) by
reduction to an identity of Zagicr. In $3 WCdcfinc higher analytic torsion using results of
[9]. compute its holomorphic variation (3.1) and dcfinc the map/; (3.2). WC then conjccturc
a gcncral arithmetic Grothcndicck -Ricmann Roth identity (3.3) the holomorphic variation
of which holds.

1.1. Quillen’s

metric

Let X be a compact complex manifold of complex dimension n, y a Kiihler metric on X,
E an holomorphic vector bundle on X, and ha smooth hermitian metric on E. We orient X
using the convention that C” is oriented by d_x,dy,dx2dy, . . . d.u,dy,, with z, = x, + iy,,
a=1 3 . . . , n. the complex coordinates. Define the normalized Klhler form w on X to be

for any choice of local coordinates z,. a = 1, . . . , n. Let ~1= w”/n!.
Consider the Dolbeault complex
. , . --v fp(X,

I?)---

”

A n.q+‘(X,

E)+.

. .

)

where Apq(X, 15) is the vector space of smooth forms of type (p, q) with coeffrcicnts in E, and
?is the Cauchy-Ricmann operator. For each q 2 0 WCdcfinc the hcrmitian scalar product
on A”‘(X. E) by the formula
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where (q(x). q’(x)) is the pointwise
metric on differential
The operator

scalar product

forms induced

?admits

coming
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from the metric on E and the

by the metric on X.

an adjoint

c” for this scalar product:

(?q. q’)L* = (q, Pq’),,.

?JE/P(X.

E), rjEA”.q+

‘(X, E).

Let As = &?* + T*F be the Laplace operator on Aoq(X, E) and 31coq(X, E) = Ker A, the
set of harmonic forms. Let i., 5 ir, I i., I . . . be the eigenvalues of A, on the orthogonal
complement
to 3y‘Oq(X, E). indexed in increasing order and taking
plicities (these are finite and i., > 0 for all n 2 1). For every complex

into account multinumber s such that

Re(s) > dime X, the series

C,(s)= “& 2,’
converges

absolutely.

This function

(= i,(X. E. 4)

of s admits

a meromorphic

continuation

to the whole

complex plane. the zeta function of the operator Aq. This function is holomorphic
so it makes sense to consider its derivative
&JO). Following
Ray and Singer
considers the analytic torsion
r(E)O = c (qzo

at s = 0,
[36] one

l)qyqo).

Rrmcrrk. Notice that r(E)” depends on the metrics chosen on E and X. The number
exp( - {b(O)) may be taken as a definition
for det’A,, the dctcrminant
of A4 restricted
to the orthogonal
complement
of JV‘“~(X. E). since. for cvcry finite sequence 0 <p, 5
I; jlM
of positive real numbers. the following holds:
IlrS
. . .

1.1.2. Consider the cohomology
groups
one-dimensional
complex vector space
i(E)
(when I!. is
isomorphic
product ( ,
l.(E) by the

=

Hq(X, E) of X with coefficients

@ Am’“Hq(X
420

in E, and the

, F)‘-“’
-

a line bundle we denote by f.-’ its dual). Since Hq(X, E) is canonically
to the cohomology
of the Dolbcault complex, hence to &‘Oq(X, E), the scalar
),_2 gives rise to a metric h, 2 on I(E). Quillen [35] defined a new metric h, on
formula

h,=

hLJexp

C (-l)q+l
( 920

q&(O)

= h,azexp(-r(E)o).
>

1.1.3. Now let$ X -+ Y be a smooth proper map of complex analytic manifolds. Assume
that every point YE Y has an open neighborhood
lJ such that/-‘(U)
can be endowed with a
Kahlcr structure.
On the relative tangent space 7’,,, (a bundle on X) choose an hermitian metric h,,,
whose restriction
to each fiber X, =/-r(y),
ye Y, gives a Kahlcr metric. Let E be a
holomorphic
vector bundle on X and h an hcrmitian metric on E.
Let i.(E) = dct R/,(E) be the determinant
of the direct image of E, as defined in [ZS] and
[IO]. This is a holomorphic
line bundle E.(E) on Y such that, for every YE Y,
i.(E),

=

C3 Am”xM~(Xy,
qzo

E)‘-“’
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It is shown in C8.9. lo]. Theorem 0.1, that the Quillen metric h, on 1(E) (defined fiberwise
as in 1.12) is smooth. Furthermore its curvature was computed in lot. cit.
1.2. Churacteristic classes
1.21. Let (A. E. F,) be an arithmetic ring in the sense of [20], i.e. A is an excellent
noetherian integral domain, Z is a non-empty finite set of imbeddings cr: A + C, and F,:
Cr --, C’ is a conjugate linear involution fixing A (imbedded diagonally into Cx). Let F be
the fraction field of A.
Let X be an arithmetic variety (lot. tit) i.e. a regular quasi-projective flat scheme over A.
Assume the generic fiber X, is projective. Let X, be the set of complex points of X defined
using the imbedding a~); and X, = u X,. In [ZO] we defined arithmetic Chow groups
ap(X)
for every integer p 2 0, whi$?generahze those introduced by Arakelov [2] for
arithmetic surfaces. The group mp(X) is generated by pairs (Z, g), where Z is a cycle of
codimension p on X and g is a “Green current” for the corresponding cycle on X, (i.e. drl’g
plus the current given by integration on Z, is a smooth form; see lot. cit. for the relations).
There is a canonical morphism c: ap(X) + CHP(X) to the usual Chow group of codimension p sending (Z. (I) to Z. On the other hand, let ApP(Xn) be the set of real forms w of type
(p. p) on X, such that F: (to) = (- l)po. Denote by ipp(XR) the quotient of ApP(Xn) by
Imd + Im?, Zpp(XR) the kernel of 83 in APP(Xn) and ffpp(XR) the quotient of ZpP(Xa) by
Imd + Im? According to [20] there is a morphism w: mp(X) + Zpp(XR) and canonical
exact scqucnces:

fip-

zp- ‘.p- ‘(X,) -r: c’j(X)

i CffP(X) -, 0

(1)

‘*p- ‘(X,)

CfP(X)

(3)

1: m(x)%

@ ZPP(Xa)

Any projcctivc mupJ X 4 Y of arithmetic varieties which is smooth on X, induces a
direct image morphism /;: ap(X) + fiptd( Y), where -S is the rclativc dimension.
Furthermore
&(X),

= @ fiP(X)@
P20

has a graded ring structure contravariant
product on c^H(X)o satisfes the formula
u(x)y = u(xw(y)),

as
z

for all morphisms of arithmetic varieties. The

x&T(X) = @ AP-‘*p-l(XR)r

y&l(x)@

(4)

Pi?1

In particular Imu is a square zero idcal in c^H(X)o.
1.2.2. Let E bc a vector bundle of rank n on the arithmetic variety X and h an hermitian
metric on the associated holomorphic vector bundle E, on X,. We assume h is invariant
under F,. (We say that (E, h) is an hermitian vector bundle on X.) When E = L is a line
bundle one can define its first Chern class c’,(L. h)~a’(X)
([17]. [Zl] 2.5). More generally, let 4~ G[[T, . . . , T,]] be a symmetric power series in n variables. In [21] $4 we
defined a class (6^(
E. h)~ HO,
characterized by the following properties:
(i)

$(/* E,f*h) =/*$(E.
h)
(ii) Let di, i 2 0. be defined by the identity

w, + T, . . . , T” +

T) =

1 #,(T,, . . . , T”)r’.

iz0
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Then

&E

69 L. h 0 h’) =

1 &(E,h)T,(L, II’)‘,
it0

for every line bundle L.
(iii) Given two metrics h and h’ on E,
&E,
where 6(E, h. ~‘)EA(X~)
([IS,

h) - &E.

h’) = a(&

h. h’)).

is a secondary characteristic

class introduced

by Bott and Chern

18. 8. 211).
I

(E./I) = (L, @ . . . @L,,

(iv) When
hermitian

h, 0 . . . 6 h,) is an orthogonal

direct sum of

line bundles.
44E.h)

In particular

s(E.

the Chern character

ch(T,. . . . , r,) = i
h)~ af

(X)u

by means of

. . . , T) = fl (WI

7-4r,.

h)~ c^H(X)Q is defined using

exp(T,)

i=1

and the Todd class %‘(E.

. . . . P,(L,. h,)).

= M,(L,,h,).

-exp(-7;))).

i=l

1.2.3.

Let E be a holomorphic

bundle on a complex

manifold

class R(E)E II”“(X) in the even complex cohomology

characteristic

X. Let us define a

of X by the following

propcrtiss:
(i)

R(j’*E)

(ii)

Given any exact scqucnce 0 + S -+ E -. Q + 0 of vector bundles over X, we have

=/*R(k)
R(E) = R(S) + R(Q)

(iii) When L is a line bundle on X with x = c,(L)cH’(X)
H(L) =

c

(2<‘( -ffl) + ;(-!?I)(1

+:

its first Chern class,

+ . . . +f-,$

(5)

mdd
mzl

Here i(s) is the Riemann zeta function and i’(s) its derivative.
Assume now (E, h) is a hermitian
Then R(E,

) lies in H(X)

=

HP- **p- ‘(X,).

0
P2

vector bundle on an arithmetic

variety X as in 1.2.2.

We define the urirhrneric Todd yrnus of

1

IE, h) 10 be
TJ”(E, /I) = %(E,

h)(l - a(R(E,)))

in m(X)o.

(6)

1.3. A conjecture.
Let /: X +
hermitian

Y be a smooth

metric h,,,

each fiber/-

projcctivc

morphism

of arithmetic

varieties.

l(y), YE Y, . Let (E, It) be an hcrmitian

line bundle

vector bundle on X. The determinant

i.(E) = dct R/, E

on Y [28] is endowed with the Quillcn metric 11, as in I. 1.3. Given IE a(
its component

TOP

,0:1-c

Choose a

on the relative tangent space rx,,. which induces a Kahler metric on

in c^HP( Y) fJJz Q.

Y)o. denote ~4~’
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Conjecrure 1.3. c^,(i(E), ho) =f,(

z(E.

h)Tri”(Tx

r, h,r r))“’

1.4. Some evidence for the conjecture
Let
6(E) = P,(i.(E). ho) -j;(

%(E.

h);rd.‘(Tx,r,

h, r))“‘.

THEOREM1.4
(i) [S, 9, lo] Th eeement
1
6(E)liesina(H(Y))
c C^H(Y)~.ftisindependento_fhand
Giren any short exact sequence 0 -V S 4 E --, Q + 0 on X, then 6(E) = b(S) + S(Q).
(ii) Let E” be the dual of E, d the rank of T,:,,
bundle. Then

hxiv.

and K = Ad Tx*,.vthe relatiae dualking

6(E) = (- lp+ ‘6(K Q E*).
(iii) Let E’ be any bundle on Y. Then

6(E @f’E’)

= rk(E’)ii(E).

(iv) [ I73 M’henf has relutioe dimension one and Z contains a real imhedding, one has

6(E) = c.rk(E)
where c E R depends only on the genus of the fibers off
Pm/
(i) By the Grothcndicck--R’ tcmann
:(d(E))

Roth thcorcm for hiphcr Chow groups [24] WC get

= 0. On the other hand, WC know from [21] 4.1. that
u&(E,

is the closed form in ,4(X)

=

@ ,4”“(Xx)

h)) = +(E, h)
rcprcscnting

(7)
the &charactcristic

class of E,J

PLO

which is attached to the hermitian holomorphic

connection on E,,. Since (1)is multiplicative

and commutes with f* [203 WC get
UJ(d(E))

This is zero by [8,9,
When h,,,

=

c,(i.(E),

11,)

-/;(ch(f$

h)7il(T’i,.

h,,,))“‘.

IO], Theorem 0.1. We conclude from (7) that J(E) lies in the image of u.

is replaced by hi,, we have

L:,(J.(E), h,) - c’,(i.(E), h;) = a(C,(L(E), h,, h;))
by 1.2.2 (iii). Similarly
TdA(Tx,r+ h,,,)

- Td”(&,r,

hi,,)

= a(TaV,,,,

hx/r. hi,,)).

Using (6) we get

S(E) - 6’(E) = a(c’,(i(E), h,, hb) -f,(ch(E,

h)7”(7’,,,,

h,,,, hl,:,))).

Theorem 0.3 in [S, 9, lo] gives 6(E) - S’(E) = 0. By a similar argument, Theorem 0.2 in [8.9,
IO] implies that 6(E) does not dcpcnd on the metric h on E and S(E) = S(S) + S(Q) for every
exact sequence

O+S-E-Q-0.
(ii) For
Hd-q(X,,

every

point

ye Y, Scrre’s duality

identifies

K @ E*), q 2 0. Hence one gets an isomorphism

i.(E) z i.(K @ E*)f-“dt’

H4(X,,

E) with

the dual

of

of line bundles on Y
(8)
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Up to sign. on X,, Serre‘s duality is induced by the pairing of Dolbeault complexes
AOQ(X,,E) @ A O.d-q(X,, K @I E*) + C

(9)

sending q @ q’ to

(we forget the subscript CC).Let us endow E with a hermitian metric h. From the definition
of the (normalized) Kahler form w and the L2-metric (1.1). we see that the pairing (9) gives
an isometry
Aoq(X,, E) 2 A”*d-q(Xy, K @ E*)
for the Lz metrics. Furthermore
k’ @ E*, s).

c,(x,, E. s) = id-,(x,.

Therefore (8) is an isometry for Quillen’s metrics. Let x + xv be the involution on c^H equal
to (- l)p on mp. Then %((E. II)*) = %(E, h)’ ([21] 4.9) and, by a standard computation
I,(~(E,h)~(T,,,.h,,,))’

= (-l)d~*(~(E.h)V~(Tx,r.hx,r)‘)
= (- l)dJ,(%((E.

h)*)%(K,

Adh,,,)fi(T,,,.

A,,,)“)

Thcrcforc
r*(%E.

GM-,,,.

h,,,))”

= (- I)%( %(h’

C3E*, Adhx,r C3h’)fi(G,,,

h,,r)). (10)

Furt hcrmore

= (- l)duj,(ch(E)V
U(~.(Ch(E)T~(~~,,)R(T,,,)))’
Since R(x) = - R( -x)

we get R(T,,,)’

= R(T,,,),

I,(ch(E)T~(T,,,)R(T,,,))’

Trl(7’,,,)‘R(7’,,,)‘).

hence

= (- l)d/;(cW

C3E*)~-N’,,,)NG,Y)).

(11)

Applying (10) and (11) in degree one we get
f,( z(E.

Wd”(G,,,

h&P

= (- l)d+ ‘f,( z(K

@ E*, AdhXiu 63 l1*)~(7’~,~.

II,,,))“’

and (i) follows.
(iii) From the algebraic isomorphisms
Hq(X,. E@j*E’)-Hq(X,,

E)@E;,

ye Y, 420

we get

J.(E @pE’)

‘5 A.(E)r“(E”(det E’)X’E’.

(12)

Let us endow E and E’ with hermitian metrics h and h’. On X, the isomorphism (12) is
induced by L2 isometrics
Aoq(X,. E @_f’ E’) ‘c Aoq(X,. E) @ E;
from which we conclude that (12) is an isomctry for Quillen’s metric.

H. Gillet. C. SoulC and D. Zagier
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On the other hand
f,G((E,

h) @_/YE’, h’))T@(Tx,y.
=[f*(Z(E,

h)Trl~‘(Tx,,.

=x(E)?,@‘,

h’)+rk(E’)j;(

h,, y))“’
h, ,))Z(E’,
%(E,

h’)]“’

h)TdA(Tx;r.

h,,,))“‘.

This proves (iii).
The statement (iv) is Deligne’s result [173, since. by [Zl] Theorem 4.10.1., the right hand
side of Conjecture
1.3 is the class of the corresponding
metrized line bundle introduced
q.e.d.
in [17].

1.5. Consequences

of the Conjecture

15.1. Under the hypotheses
curves. Then Conjecture
Conjecture

of 1.3 assume that the rank of TX/, is one, i.e.fis a family of

1.3 is equivalent

to the following:

I .5

2,(%(E). h,)=i;(ch(E,

h)%‘(T,,,

. h,,,W’--u(rk(E)(l

1)-k)).

where g(y) is thr genus off - ‘(y)jiv

To see that the conjccturcs
f,( z(E.

that

h,~,,)tJ(R(~,~ju)))“‘=cJ(.P,(ch(~)T~(T,~,,)R(T,,,)))“’

h)a(7&.

by (4). Since R(T,,,)

every yE Y,.
are equivalent
notice

-g)(4i’(-

has dcgrcc at least 2 we get
u(f,(rk(E)r,c,(Txiu)))“’

where
r,=2<‘(-I)+j(-l)=2<‘(-I)-~Z
By the classical

Riemann-Roth

theorem

in cohomology:

1 -9 =f*u-W,,,)P’=
Hence Conjecture

I.5 is equivalent

1.5.2. We keep the hypotheses
metric.
PROPOSITION

:f;(c’*v,,,)).

to Conjecture

1.3 when rk(T,,,)=

I.

of 1.5.1 and let w be the dual of Txlr,

1.5.2. Assume Conjecture

I.5

holds.

Then, for

eoery j>

with the dual

1, there

is un

isomorphism,

*

M: ;(rd)~i.(w)“j’-“j+

such thcrt
h,(M(S),

Proof:

standard

-s)(j’-j)(24[‘(

The algebraic isomorphism
A(cu’)=j.(t&“‘-‘j+
computation
([32. 121) we get
II,~,u))“‘=(6j,iL-6j+

/;( &I-@(T.~,,.
Therefore.

s’)exp((l

hf(s’))=hu(s.

by applying

the Conjecture

?,(i.(cd). h,)=(6j2-

6j+

I)/,(

- I)-

I).

is due to Mumford

~(w)~(T,~,,.

h,,,))“‘.

I.5 to (!I and cu’,

l)?,(i.(cl,). h,)+(6j-6j’)(I

-g)(4i’(-

I)-$.

(13)

[32]. By a
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Let f%( Y) be the group of hermitian line bundles on Y. modulo the algebraic isomorphisms
which preserve the metrics. From [I73

and [Zl]

2.5, we know that

?,: Pic( Y)+c^H’(
is an isomorphism.

Hence the Proposition

1.5.3. The Mumford

isomorphism

base is A = Z. In particular

Y)

follows.

IV: j.((,+i)r:j.(w)6i2-6j”

when d(w) has its L” metric. As shown in [S]. whenj=
Polyakov

is fixed up to sign when the

there is a unique metric on i.(o’) such that izf is an isometry
2. this metric on j.(w’) gives rise to the

measure on the moduli space of curves of genus y (cf. also [12]),

would hold, it would then normalize

If Conjecture

the Polyakov measure ([S. 30, 14.4.3 I, I I, I]). The meaning of such a normalization
for string theory is (I priori
be used to normalize
computation

the expression of the Polyakov

metrics. On V(C)

can

measure. His method is based on the

of the Laplace operator on P’ (as in paragraph

and the constants he gets are similar to those in (13) (Proposition

2. I .2. Kmrcrrks.

over E

unclear. However Weisberger in [38] argues that “unitarity”

of the determinant

1.5

the constant which appears in several expressions for

2 below)

1.5.2).

As shown in Thcorcm

1.4, it is enough to prove 2. I. I with one choice of

WC shall take the Fubini

Study metric kr,.; and on Cl,,. we take the trivial

metric.

. , . E R[ [xl]

Let K’(.u)=r,,+r,x+r,x2+
cients. Define a characteristic

be an arbitrary

power series with real cocfii-

as in 1.2.3, with R(L)=

class H’(E)c If(X)

R’(c,(L))

instead

of (5). Let
T&“‘(E, k)=@E,
In &“(Spcc

/I)( I -u(R’(El

))).

Z)= [w consider the equation
?,(L(C’r,.), h,)=j;(TJ”‘(

r,..

hr,.))“‘.

For every 1120 this is a linear equation in the variables ro. rl,
r, is not zero. Therefore
n20.

(14)

. . . , r, and the cocflicient of

there is a unique sequence ro, r,, r2, . . . such that (14) holds for all

Theorem 2.1.1 computes these numbers, proving that R’= R must be given by formula

(14). This is quite similar to the way the Todd genus is dcfincd in [25] for instance: the Todd
genus is the unique multiplicative

characteristic

class such that the Ricmann--Roth

holds for the trivial line bundle on P” (cf. Lemma

2.1.3. COROLLARY.Thr conjrcture

Prooj:

Let e(I)

check S(E)=0

showing S(c( I))=O.

I.3 l101d.swIten / is the projwtion

bc the standard lint bundle on P’. From Theorem

for any E in K,(P’)=Z’.
From Theorem

theorem

1.7.1 in lot. cit.).

Since S(c‘,,,)=O
1,4(ii) and Thcorcm

(Theorem

IFDi+Spec Z.

1.4(i) we only need to
2.1.1) we are left with

2.1.1 we get 6(K)=O.
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From the relation

q.e.d.

in K,(P’) (see (15) below) the Corollary follows.
2.2. The righr hand side
In this paragraph we shall compute
r,(Td”(&,

h&Y”

in c^H’(Spec Z)=R

(the identification being given by the map a of 1.2.1.).
2.2.1. First we compute

R,=J*@&, h,MR(T,.)))=

f WC )

T4Tp.)RV,.)

by (4) and (7). Consider the canonical exact sequence on P”:
6,:O-4+c’(I)“+‘+Tpc+0.
Let x=~,(P(I))EII’(P”).

We get. from (15), R(T,.)=(n+
Tci(rP”, = TJ(.Y)”+ ‘,

(15)
I)R(x). On the other hand

whcrc T&(x)= x/( I -em”),

and
I ifk=n
0
“=
s 3”(C)
[ otherwise .

So we have

LEMMA 2.2.1.

R,=coeffiicient of x” in (n+ I)

R(x).

2.2.2. Let us equip all bundles in 8” with the standard metric invariant under SU(n + I).
From [2 I] Theorem 4.8. and (15) we get
~(r,.,/l,.)~(c,I.I)=~(C’(1)“+‘)+u(T;i(b,)).
Here TJ(R,) is the secondary characteristic class considered in 1.2.2 (iii). Let
i=c^,(@(l)).
We get from (16). since a(C,

1. I)= 1,

a( T,., II,.) = Td(a)” +’ + a( T&Q,)).
In [21] 5.4.6. we computed

/*(.P)“‘=

So we have proved

r

$*,I,;

ifk=n+l
otherwise.

(16)
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LEMMA 2.2.2. Let

Then

t.=($,$,f).

(coefiicie*tofY+lin(+)“+‘).

2.2.3. We still need to compute
T;i, =f,a( T;i(b,))“‘.

PROPOSITION 2.2.3. TJ, = coeficicnt

l 4(t)

of X” in
f

-

440)

d[

t

0

’

where

w=[;-&](&>“‘I
Proo$ To compute

T&R,)

WC apply the method
8,:

of [IS]. $4. Let

O-+S-+E-+Q-0

be the exact sequence (I 5). The metrics on S = C and Q = T,. xc induced by the metric on
E=~(l)“+l,
as in lot. cit. Let us write E as the orthogonal
direct sum of S and S’z Q.
The curvature
(resp.

of E

dccomposcs

Ku) the curvature

for any square

matrix

g(f)=coetiicient

of S (resp. Q) multiplied

as a 2 by Q matrix
by &.

K =(K,,).

Let TJ(A)=det(A/(l

Let KS
-e-“))

A. For every ~E[O, I] consider

of i. in Td

fK,,
--

+(I

-r)K:,+L
--.-K Zl

___- tK,z
tK,I+(l
--I)&

1.

and
,=

_-- .

As in [ 151 lot. cir. one checks that

& &(I)=

T&K)-

Td(K, @ Ko).

Moreover the characteristic
properties of T;! given in [8] are easily seen to be satisfied
by the class of 1 in i( pn). Therefore Ta(&J = I. modulo Im d + fm ii.
In our case K is equal (in any frame) to the product of the first Chern form w of c( I) by
the identity matrix. Furthermore
S has rank one and K,=O. Therefore we get

d(r)=cocffkient

of i. in Td

0
tto+(l

-t)K,

1
’
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Since Td(A @ B)= Td(A) Td(B) we get
(17)
We define a characteristic
class Td,. JE) with coefficients
series in two variables by the formula
lfK+t

Td,.,(O=det
Then

Td,.. is multiplicative

Specializing

to u = 1 -r
Td(tw+(l

in the ring Q[ [u. c]] of power

l

_e-uK_c..

on exact sequences.

From 8, we get

and I’=~w we get
-r)&)==

1

(18)

“+‘.

&

t0J

[

From ( 17) and ( 18) we get

Since

I when k=n
0 othcrwisc.

the Proposition
2.3.

2.2.3 follows.

The left hund side.

2.3.1. Let UJ be the (I. 1) form of the Fubini Study metric on P”(C). By definition, (1) is
the first Chern form of C’(I) (with its standard metric), with cohomology
class x=c,(C( I)).
The associated density is p = UP/~!, hence

Since

the line bundle

a(0 P”) is trivial, with section
h,,(l,

I)=

1 E ffO(P”, Pp.) of L2-norm
if = l/n!.

Therefore
-P,(i.(~:,,.),Itu)=loglr,(l.
whcrc i,(s) is the zeta function
of the
,40q(IP”), i.e. forms of type (0.4) on P(C).

I)= -log(n!)+
Lnplacc

1 (-l)‘+‘y&(O).
420

operator

A,=c~~~* +~~*r’ acting

(20)
upon

2.3.2. The spectrum
of Aq was computed
by lkcda and Taniguchi
in [27]. Let
/Ii=.vl + . . . +.u,, I lisn,
be the standard fundamental
weights of the group SL;(n+ I)
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of the diagonal subgroup
of
. . ,.‘c,+ 1 are the usual characters
. . . +.x.,, = 0). When k 2 q 2 0 denote by h(k. 0, q) the irreducible

of SL’(n + 1) of highest weight
(k-q)A,

+A,+kA,.

5.2. Aoq(P”) contains
According to [27]. Theorem
SC(n + I)) the following infinite direct sum:
0
k>O

subspace

(stable

under

when q=O

A(k.O.O)

(~qA~k.O~q~)CD(k~+l

as a dense

W.Qq+l)

when

Isq-=n.

and
A(k. 0, n)

Q

when q= n.

ktn

Furthermore
k(k+n+

l-q)

A(k.O,q+l)c

the Laplace operator Aq acting on A(k. 0. q). q>O,
(the subspace A(k. 0, q+ I) of A”q(Pn) is mapped
Pq+’ (P”), q <n). We define

is the multiplication
by
isomorphically
by (7 to

d,.,(k) = dime A(k, 0. q).
Thercforc

(-I)
,T,,‘- ~)q+‘qiqw=q~,

4,(k)

q +1

(k(k+n+

k';,
2.3.3. LEMMA 2.3.3. Whew k>y

m’

(21)

und n>q.
(k+n)!(k+n-q)!

(22)

Proof: We apply the Hermann-Weyl
formula. Let 1=(k-q)A,
+A,+ kh,, S the half
sum of positive roots, and (,) the invariant scalar product on the root system of SU(n + 1).

Then
n

(E.+S,a)

d,,,(k)=‘”
jj”‘“.
The standard

roots of SU(n+

positive

(,) to the basis xi-xi+,.

I) are Xi-xi,

2)

*

1 <i<j<n+

i= I,. . . , n. We have [26].

and. if
i.= f

nriAi,

i=l

I-l (j.+6.~)=,si<Q"+*(;~
Ir>o

(m,+l)).

I. The basis Ai is dual for
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j-l

The factor

1

(ml + 1) is equal toi - i unless i= l,j=n+

1 or 1 <i<qcjIn.

Hence we get

l=i

k+n+2-i
)( ’

1!J5q

Zk-q+n+l

n+l-i

(k+n)!(k+n-q)!

=k(k+n-q+l)‘k!

(k-q)!

2.3.4. To compute

?,(lr(C,.),

t~!(n--~)!(~-

hQ) we need to know (b(O). For this we use a result of Vardi

[37] (see also [38] when n = 1. and an unpublished
polynomial

and a20

q.e.d.

l)!

an integer.

Let P(X)=

work of Bost [ 133. Let P(X)E @[Xl be a

c

c,X”. Consider

the real numbers

!I20

iqo

where c(s) is the Riemann

4’(--4.

zeta function

c

P’(a)=

nr1

and C’(s) its derivative.

and

c.g(I+;+;+... +n
I

>

The series
Z(s)=
converges absolutely
complex plane.
PROPOSITION

1 Y(k)(k(k+u))-”
hc I

when Re(s) is big enough,

2.3.4 ([37],
Z’(O)=

f

and extends

meromorphically

to the whole

3. I .)t

Prop.

(23)

P(m-a)logm+~P+~P(.-a)-~P*(-a).

m=l

Rcwurk.

P(k) log k -,&

- 1
kz

Consider

f’(k) log(k + u)

I

If WC replace
+ 2

the formal sum

P(m -a)

= -,T,

P(k)logk-m$

P(m-a)logm+~$,

in this

formula

k” log k, n20,

- ,;,

logm. The extra term - f P*( -a)

m=l

by means of a zeta function.

TM. Wodzicki

telis us he had proved this result in 1982.

P(m-u)logm.

by [‘(-II)

we get

[P+<P(.-u)

in (23) is the effect of regularizing

this sum
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Proof of Theorem 2.1.1.
When

by d,.,(X)

1 <q 5 n we denote

the polynomial

such that d,.,(k)

is given by (22)

and k2q.

when k is an integer

2.4.1. LEMMA 2.4.1.
(i)

when k=q-n,

d,.,(k)=0

q-n+

(ii) d,.,(X-n-

1 +q)=

(iii) 1 +,F,

(- l)q+l d,.,(k)=(n+

I,. . . , or q-l,

and k#O;

d,.,(0)=(-l)q”.

-d,.,(-Xl
I)($$

(k integer 2 n).
prooj:
(i)

This follows from
1
(n-q)!

1). . . (k-q+

.(k+n-q)(k+n-q(ii)

(q-

l)!

1).

One cheeks that
1-+---

X

1
X+n-q+l

(b(X)

with
l+q)=&-X).

&X-n-

(iii) (The following

proof, simpler than our original

one, is due to D. Zagier). First notice

that

Call f,, the left hand side of (iii). We get

=(n+

l)(k:n)-n(k:~~‘).

When n= 1, (iii) is easily checked.
2.4.2. To compute
study two different

1 (qho
terms.

therefore

l)O+ ’ qjJ0)

it follows by induction

on n.

using (21), (22) and Proposition

2.3.4, we have to
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The first term involves
f

logarithms

(- l)q+’ ‘x’

of integers.

1 +q)logm

d&r-n-

=,il

This is

( - I)“( - 1)4log(n + 1 -4)

(by Lemma

2.4.1 (i))

= log@!).
This term cancels
The second
(Lemma

with log h,l(l.

term involves

l)= -log(n!)

values

2.4. I (ii)), the Proposition
?,(i(C,.),h,)=2

i

in (20).

of i’(s). First. since d,. ,&X - n - 1 + y) = -&,(-X)
to P = d,. T and a = n + l-q.

2.3.4, when applied
(- l).“i(dz”,d)-i

$

q=l

4

(-

f)q+‘dZ,q(q-n-

gives

1).

1

where

From

Lemma

2.4.1 (iii) we get
(24)

On the right hand

side, from Lemma

2.2.1 and the definition

(5) WC’get

R,=(I)-s,
with P(k)=coctIicicnt

(25)

of x” in
n+l
2M + 1) I-_~
(

)

In2 I

and

(26)

s, = coefficient of x” in

tn+ 1)~.$-->“”

[&

I +;+

-W)(

. . . +;);-;I

Clearly
P(k) = coefficient
[
=2(n+

where the integral

is taken

I)

ofYin

[I

2(n+l)(&~+‘ek’]U11

ekx

(,_y-L)“+*

odd

fix

1

on a small circle around

perform the change of variable u= 1 -e-’

the origin

in the complex

plane. We

and we get

ekx
I (I.-e

_= “+, J.y=
1
s

Hence
P(k)=Z(n+

(k+n)!

1) ~~7
.
[

aJd
. 1

(27)
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From (21). (23). 2.4. I(iii), (25) and (27) we conclude that the terms involving i’(s) are the same
on the left and right hand sides, and Theorem 2.1.1 is equivalent to the identity
~~~~(-I)P’Ld:,(q-n-l)=S”+t”+7;1..

(28)

where s,, t, and T& are defined in (26). 2.2.2, and 2.2.3 respectively.
2.4.3. LEMMA 2.4.3. Let T. y be two variables reluted by T= 1 -eey.
functions

Define coefficients

fi,, a, and E., by the yeneratiny

,& PIY’=Y(~ -TUT
a;0

%T”=Y/(~

-7-l.

and

(i)

c -.k
nrln+l

T”=

(ii)

c _!!!?T”tl=_
nrl n+l

$-T,~2b’-,h.%,
r A__.
.k
,?2 k(k- 1))

(iii) t, =(n + I )L, + , (a, c , - I)
Proof,

(i) Let
$(x)=m;d

-((--In)

I+;+

. . . +.’
XI.
m > m!

Ill.? I

From (26) we get
s,=(n+

drc
IL(.Q(&I.),+

1)

* 1

sC
the integral being taken
u= I -e-‘.
Thon

on a small oriented

loop C around

[ j=g

OE~.

-#‘n

Since
a,=l+-+

1
2

...

+’li

and
when m=kotherwise,
we pet (i).

I is odd

Define a new variable
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(ii) We have

Define

From Proposition

2.2.3 we get

hence, as in (i) above,

Therefore

(iii) We have

Furthermore,

the cocfhcicnt of x”+’ in (x/(1 -e-x))n”

I

dx

x(1 -e-X)n+t=

du
I x(u- l)u”+’

is

=Jn+*.

Using Lemma 2.2.2, we get (iii).

q.e.d.

2.4.4. The equality (28). n 2 1. is proved by D. Zagier in the Appendix (using the notation
and the definition of s., Tar, and rn coming from Lemma 2.4.3). This
6. =d,,,+,-,
ckcludes the proof of Theorem 2.1.1.

3. HIGHER DIRECT IMAGES OF HERMITIAN

HOLOMORPtIIC

VECTOR BUNDLES

3.1. Higher onafytic torsion.
Let/: X+ Y be a smooth proper map of complex analytic manifolds, TX the tangent
bundle to X, and Txlv the relative tangent bundle. Let hx,r be a metric on T,,, whose
restriction to each fiber X,=/-‘(y), ye Y, is KHhler. Call wx,,. the associated (1, 1) form.
Let T“X be a smooth sub-bundle of TX such that TX = Txiv @ T”X. We shall assume
that V; hx,,.. T“X) is a Kiihlerjbrarion in the sense of [9]. Def. 2.4. p. 50, i.e. there exists a
closed form o on X such that T,,, and T”X are orthogonal with respect to w, and w
restricts to wx,r on T,,,.
Let now E be a holomorphic vector bundle on X which isjkyclic i.e. the coherent sheaf
Rqf,E vanishes for every q2 1, and h a metric on E. By the semi-continuity of the Euler
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= R”/,E is locally free on Y. We shall define a form r(E) in

the sheaff,E

a3 APP(Y, C)

A( Y, C)=

PZO

whose component

of degree zero is the Ray-Singer analytic torsion r(E)’ considered in 9 1.
componLet Tz,, be the complexification
of the dual of Tx,r, T$$, I’ its antiholomorphic
ent . hqTX’F. I’ its q-th exterior power. q 2 0, and Pq the infinite dimensional
C * bundle on Y
whose sections

on any open CJ c Y are
II~T;C;*~‘@ E).

P(C/)=C”(j-‘(U),
l be the Cauchy-Riemann

Let 5 Pq+P+

interested

operator

of E along the fibers ofj: We shall be

in the relative Dolbeault complex:

Let B be the graded

bundle

@ gq. Each fiber X, having a Ktihler metric, hence a density
qr0

p’vas in 1.1.1, we may define an L2-metric on S;=
Ictf,(h)

(29)

Rq(X,,

denote the metric on the smooth bundle/,(E),

induced by the L2-metric

E) by the formula (I) in 1.1.1. We
c P” attached tof,(E)

which is

on 9, and we denote by ?* the adjoint of (?

” @ E into a ClifTord module under the action of the smooth
as follows. ([9] (2.42) and (2.43)). If u is a rclativc tanpcnt vector of type
U*ET z,‘y*” bc the one form sending WE T,!, to its scalar product with u, and c(u)

We now turn AT;\;-

sections
(l.O).Ict

of T,,,

the cndomorphism

of A Tz!,O.‘) @ E sending q to 21PAtl. On the other hand, when u is a

relative tangent vector of type (0. I). we Ict c(l)) bc the interior product by -20.
extends by linearity

The map c

to the whole tangent space.

Now Ict u and w bc two vector fields on I’. Call u” and w” the vector fields on X obtained
by lifting u and w to T”X.

Let [u, w] be their commutator

projection along T”X of -[v.

w]. The map Tdcfines a tensor in C’“(X,

The action of T by Clifford
define an operator

multiplication

and T(u, W)E T,,,

bc the
TX,,. C3 A’(T”X)*).

on 9 and the exterior product of forms on Y

c(T) in the a&bra

En&W) C3A*( Y, Cl,
C
where
A*(Y,C)=

@ A”(Y,C)

n20
(see [73. 3.Def.l.8.,
Let T= T”*“+

and [9] (3.7.) p. 69).

the corresponding

decomposition

T”- ” bc the decomposition

We now dcfinc a connection

tangent bundle 7’i;yO’. hence a holomorphic
holomorphic

unitary

and

of c(T).
9 on the bundles gq, 4 20 ([7]

The metric on T x,r gives an isomorphism
let V be the unique

of T according to its type in T,,,

connection

between

Dcf. l.lO., [93 Dcf. 2.1.3.).

r+,,$‘*” and the holomorphic

structure on every bundle AqPx,$
on AqG,!;.”

@ E which

relative

“, 920.

is compatible

We

to its

structure. Let u be a smooth section of Pq on some open subset U t Y, i.e. a

section of A4 r*,:F. *) @ E over/-

‘(U) (cf. (29)). For every x E X, v=/(x)

and UE T,, Y denote
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by C“E TfX the horizontal lifting of u. We define
Q,(a) = V”“(U).
From [9], Theorem 1.14., we know that q is unitary.
Let now p: X x C*+X be the first projection. 6 the differential on P’, and v+S the
connexion on p*2 induced by v. By the Leibnitz’ rule we extend v’+ S to get an operator in
&= Endc(2 @ A*( Yx C*, C)).
c

(30)

For every non zero complex number =E C* we consider the following element of ,d (a
superconnection in the sense of Quillen [34]):

The curvature - Af defines an element in End(3) @ A( Y x C*, C) whose exponential
exp( - Af) happens to be trace class (see below). Let
a(:)=Tr,exp(-Af)cA*(YxC*,C).

(31)

be its supertrace for the Z/2 grading on P @ A( Y, C). For every positive real number E>O,
we let
I(E) =

u(c) log I.TIL
I l:l,c

in A( Y. C). As WCshall see below this integral happens to convcrgc and to have a finite
asymptotic devclopmcnt of the type

1 ujt:‘+ 1 h,s’log c+qI:)

f(c)=

iso

150

(32)

which is uniform on every compact subset of Y. We let I(O)=a, be the finite part of f(~).
We now define two new characteristic classes ch’ and TJ as follows. The first is

1 (- l)qqChq.

ch’=

qzo

where ch, is the component of degree q of the Chcrn character. The second one is the one
coming from the invariant polynomial function on square matrices A:
Td’(A)=;

Td(A+f

Id).

Given any form
rr= 1 qP in 8
P.20

we

A*“( Y,C)

and E.EC+

P.20

Ict

If ‘/ is the Euler constant, we define
r(E)=s,i,I(O)+;I/+(ch(~,

h)TJ(Tx/,,

The following is a variant of [lo] Theorem

1.27.

‘,,,))-~c”‘V;‘,/*‘).
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3.1.

The jimn r(E) fies in A( Y, C) = $

App( Y, C) and sutisfies the equation

PZO
dci’s(E)=f,@h(E,

h)

h,;,))-ch(f*E./,h).

7-&T,,,.

(33)

(ii) The degree zero component OJ s(E) is fhe Ra_v-Singer mulyric torsion r(E)O.

Proof
since (ch(E, h). Td’( TX r, h,, r)) and ch’(j;E,j*h)

(i) Since_/.. commutes with dJ’and

are

killed by Ikl’, we just need to prove (33) with r(E) replaced by 6,,,1(0).
The first thing we show is that exp( -Al)

is trace class for Z’E C*. For this we notice that

Af=lzI*A+t@,,
where A = %* + ?*;iand
Duhamel’s

formula

0 is nilpotent (since it has positive degree as form over Y). From
as a finite sum

we can write exp( -Af)

Using the fact that the heat kcrncl c -l:l’* is a smooth family ofsmoothing
conclude that exp( - nf) is trace class. Furthcrmorc

operators, WC

a similar argument for derivatives with

respect to Yx C* shows that u(c) is a smooth form on Yx C*.
The form (J(Z) is closed since

dfr,,cxp(-Af)=rr,,[A,,cxp(-Al)]=0
where we use the fact that the supertracc vanishes on supercommutators
more details on this argument

(denoted [ ,I,). For

see [343 and [7] Prop. 2.9.

From the identities of [9] Theorem

2.6. we get

A;=

(34)

For any OE Iw let rl): Y x C*+

Y x C* be the automorphism

sending (y. t) to (y.e”r).

The vector space 5’ &I A*( Yx C+, 43) is graded by f$IJ with

~‘A*(Yx@*,~~))‘“.~~~‘=~~~
c
Therefore

Ap“(YxC*,C).

the algebra .d is also graded by N ‘. We denote by J c .d the subalgebra

generated (as complex vector space) by elements (x of degree (n, p, q) such that q = p + n and
r:(z)=e’“%

(see [S]). From (34) we conclude that Af lies in 9. Since tr, vanishes on the

subspace of ti spanned by elements of degree (n, p, q), n >O. we conclude that a(Z) lies in
A(YxQ=*,@)=

@

APP(YxC*,C)

PElO

and

rZ(o(z))
Let us study the bchaviour
Bcrline and Vcrgne ([S],
morphism

= a(:).

of u(c) as r=l:l

Thcorcm

of A”( Y x C*, C) acting

goes to infinity. For this WC use a result of

2.4). For any real number
by multiplication

by r-““.

I >O Ict S, be the autoExtend

b, to an auto-

morphism of .d. Then (1~. cit.) as t goes to infinity the operator 6, exp( - t Af) converges (for
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the operator norm in &) to the orthogonal projection of exp( -(v+ 6)2) on the kernel of I?
In particular the component [S, exp(-l A:)]“. ‘) of degree (1, 1) with respect to C*
converges to zero. In fact, looking at the proof of lot. cit. (see Lemma 1.1.1) we get
[b, exp( - t Af)]“.

1)=0(t-‘i2)

as t-r%.
Now, since r:(a(z))=a(~)

for every 0, we can write, with :=re”.
a(r)= tr,exp-(R(r)+

where

S(r)&),

_
~+;dO+r(ir+c?*)-kc(~)

2
>

and

Therefore the component involving dr in
tr,(d, exp( -t Ai))dr

is
tr,&( - tS(r)exp( - CR(r)))
=tr,(((fi(F+?*)+

I
-1
4r’Jt

c( T))exp( - R(rfi)))dr

=O(~-“2)dr.

Dividing by 4

and putting r = I and s= f - Ii2 WCget
rr,(((d+8*)+%~c(7’))cxp(-R(f/s)))=O(s-’),

i.e. the form tr,(S(r)exp( - R(r)))d r is bounded as r gocs to infinity (take s= I/r). Similarly
tr,(exp( - R(r))) is bounded as r goes to infinity, i.e. u(c) remains bounded as a form on
X x C* as IzI goes to infinity. Similar arguments apply to any derivative of u(c) with respect
to the parameter space Y x S’ and the bounds we get are uniform on any compact subset of
YXS’.
We now consider the behaviour of u(z) as r=l:l goes to zero. We have
6,(Af)=r2Af=r2(A-Bdr),

where A and B are smooth families of differential operators on Y x S’, with A elliptic and
positive definite. From [22] and [23] we conclude that tr,exp( -r2 A) and fr,(B exp( -r2 A))
have finite asymptotic expansions in powers of r2, which converge uniformly on any
compact subset of Y x St as r goes to zero. Therefore the same holds for
a(:)=S,-‘(fr,exp(

-r2A)+

tr,(B exp( -r2A))dr).

Now let E>O be any positive real number. The integral

I(E)=

a(c)loglzl2
I IZI’C

converges and is C” on Y since o(c) and its derivatives with respect to Y are bounded as Iz]
goes to infinity. From the asymptotic development of u(c) we may write I(E) as in (32). the
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subset of Y. Since u(z) lies in A( Y x C*, C), we

that I(E) and I(0) lie in A( Y, 43).

Now we compute

d&l(O). Since u(c) is closed on Y x C* we have

(d+s)(u(~))=O
If SC is the “complex

conjugate”

(35)

of 6, it follows that

(d’+ S’)(U(~))= 0,

(36)

since a(c) lies in A( Y x C*, C). Let R BE be any real number

s

I(&, R)=

a(z) log

and

]:I*.

r<l:l<R

We get from (35) and (36)

+

I

c<

u(:)S’S logIz(*.

(37)

Irl<R

Now 6’S loglzl* =O, 3’u(:)= -&a(:) is bounded as I:] goes to infinity, and the component of u(z) of dcgrcc zero with rcspcct to P’ has a limit u( XJ) when z goes to infinity ([6]
Thm. 2.4.). Thcrcforc. letting K go to infinity in (37), WC get
d&I(L) = - 2 log(c)

s

&a(..)

-

I-1 ‘C

s

_!.:

u(=)Sloglzl* +a(=).

The component
of &u(z) which does not involve dr has a finite asymptotic
powers of r, thcrcfore the first summand in (38) is a sum of type

c
The component

of u(z) of drgree
fr,exp-

(38)

27rr 1:J-L

development

in

& log(r:)Lk+ o(c).

zero with rcspcct to P’ is

(

Q+r(?+J*)

--&c(T)

2
.

>

By the local index theorem

to zero. By the unicity

for families [73 we know that this form has a limit a(O) as r goes
of the asymptotic dcvelopmcnt
of I(c) we get from (38);
dd’1(0)=u(O)-u(z).

Now from [7] WC have

and from [6]
s2=, u( r)=ch(j*E,j;h).

qed.
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(ii) Let a(c)’ be the component

of a(c) of degree zero with respect to Y. We have

a(c)’ = tr, exp -(a + cc!+ 5?*):.
Since a(:)’ is invariant

under

the rotations

rB we get

u(z)O=rr,exp-(r’A+(T+L’i)Jr+ir(LZ-?*)&I).
Since ?+c’* commutes

with A. the component

of u(z)’ of degree 2 with respect to C* is
exp( -r’A)]rdrdO.

u(c)O’= tr,exp[(;r-?*)(?+?*)
Let N be the operator

acting

on Pq by multiplication

(39)

by q. We have (see [S]).

[N. ;‘1= ;i.
and
[N. ?*I = -r?*,
hence
(40)

&?*=[N,a+?*].
Since tr, vanishes
and (40):

on supercommutators

and ?+?*

commutes

with A we get from (39)

u(c)“’ = Ztr,( NA cxp( -r’A))rdrd0.
Let u = r’. We pet

Jo

Jo
,i

=2n
f0

Now Ict Q bc the orthogonal
Define

tr,(NA

cxp( -r’A))

lop(14)kcdr

tr,( N Acxp ( - uA)) log(tr)du.

projection

of 9 onto the orthogonal

s

*,fr,(QN

complcmcnt

cxp( -uA))~c”-‘du.

(42)

0

Clcurly

ofl;(I:‘) ,,.

i(s) = c ( - 1)qqiqb9,
If20
where i,(s) is the zeta function of the Laplacc operator A, as in $1.1. From the fact that
7’r,.(QN exp( - uA)) has a finite aymptotic dcvelopmcnt
in powers of u as u goes to zero, it
follows that
I
J(c) =

u-‘rr,(QN

exp(-uA))du

Iz
has

a finite asymptotic

development

in terms of ck loge and et, krz Z. Furthermore

its finite

part J(0) satisfies
J(0) = i’(O) + gcx,.
whcrc ;’ is the Euler constant and x0 is the finite part of rr,_(QN exp( -uA))
(for a similar argument. see [ 163 3.5).
lntcgrating

J(K) by parts WC pet

J(c)= [log(u)rrs(QM

exp( -uA))]:

-

log(u)Tr,(QNAexp(-uA))clu

(43)
as u goes to zero
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in terms of log(&) .F?and

QA = A_ therefore
f
rr,( .V A exp( - uA)) log(u)&

J(0) = I
=-

0

2n

a(:)Olog~~l'.
s c*

Since A=0

onj;(E),

=(I -Q)(P),

tr,(Qs

we get

exp( -uA))=tr,(N

exp( -UC\))--tr,(N

onf,(E),,).

It was shown in [9]. Thm. 3.1.6. p. 87. that the finite part of rr,(N exp( -uA))
zero is the component

f*(cM.
Since Tr,(NI j;(E),,)
and (44), that

as u goes to

of degree zero in

is the component

h)Td(;T,:,.
ofdegree

h,v;r)),

zero ofch’(j;E,/,h)

we conclude,

using (43)

T( E)O =ii,,,<‘(O)
is the analytic
Rmwrks.

torsion

considered

Assume R”J;F;=O.

in 9 1.I.
Then an argument

similar

10 the proof of (ii) ahovc shows

that r(E) =SZirT(0), whcrc c(s) is the form-valued zeta function considcrcd in [9] Thm. 3.20.
Thcrcforc (i) follows from lot. cir.
One may wonder whcthcr the class of r(E) in z( Y. C) dcpcnds on the choice of the
horizontal
tangent space 7”‘X (see Conjccturc 3.3 Mow).
3.2. Arithmetic

K-theory

Let (A. Z:, F,) be an arithmetic ring (1.2. I). Given any arithmetic variety X over A we
dclincd in [2l]. $6. a group k,(X) of cirtutrl hrrmitiun vector hundlrs over X as follows. A
genrrator of h’,(X) is a triple (E. h, q), where (E. h) is a hermitian vector bundle on X and
FEZ.
The relations arc the following. Let
8’: O-+S-+E-+Q-+O
be an exact sequence
respectively and #=(a.

of vector bundles on X. h’, h, h” arbitrary
metrics on S. E, Q
h’, h. h”). Then, given any q’, V”E i(X) one has, in k,(X),
(S, h’, q’) + (Q, h”, q”) = (E. h. q’ + rj’ + do).

Here ~%(X)E i(X)

denotes

(as in I .2.2 above) the solution

of the equation

- dtf=& 8) = (,/I( E. 11)- (31(S. II’) - c%(Q, II”)

(45)

defined by Bott and Chcrn in [ 151. and studied in [I H]. [8] and [20] $1. One can then define
a morphism
c/i: h’,( X)+A(X)
by the formula
(h( k. 11.4) = c/1(K, II) + dJ’( q)
(by (45) this is compatible

with the relations defining i,(X)).

Let now
/:X-+Y
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be a smooth projective map between arithmetic varieties over A. Let T,,, be the relative
tangent bundle, and h, r a metric on the associated holomorphic bundle on X,. Let
f,: X,-+ Y, be the map of complex varieties induced byfand T”X, a smooth sub-bundle
of TX, such that the triple (f*, hxjr. T”X,) is a Kihler fibration in the sense of 3.1.
We shall now define a direct image morphism from R,(X) to k,(Y). Given any triple
(E, h, q) on X with R%E=O when q>O, we defineJ(E, h. q) in gO( I’) to be the class of

wherej;h is defined as in 3.1. (the Lz-metric onf,E),
analytic torsion introduced in Theorem 3.1 and

s(E) is the class in A(Y) of the higher

.!+))=_&(‘I Td(Tx,,, &,&E&Y).
THEOREM 3.2. The map5

induces a group morphism
J: ~-,(X)~R,(

such that thejidlowing

formula

Y)

holds in A( Y):

ch(/;(a))=/,(c~l(a)Tcl(T,,,.h,,,))

jiv

(46)

any a E kO( X).
ProoJ

We know already from Theorem 3.1 and the definition of ch that formula (46)
holds when Q is rcplaccd by (E, h, q), with RqS, E = 0 when 4 > 0.
Consider an exact sequcncc
8: O+SdE+Q-0
of bundles on X. with R“J;S = Rq/, E = R“J;Q = 0 for cvcry y > 0. Choose arbitrary metrics
h’, h, h” on S, E, Q respectively. Taking the direct images byf we get an exact sequence of
vector bundles on Y:
j;b: 0--@4/,
E-&Q-O
with metrics f,h’,f,h,f,h”.

Let

8=(8,

h’, h. h”)

and

/;6=U;S,/;h’,S,h,f,h”).

We shall prove below that the following equation holds in A(Y):
r(E)-r(S)-r(Q)-&(f,8)=

+(c%(d)).

(47)

Since f is projective, any vector bundle on X has a finite resolution by vector bundles E
which are acyclic for/; i.e. HqfeE =O when y ~0 ([33], 7.27). Therefore R,(X) is generated by
triples (E, h, q) with E acyclic forJ, and the relation (47) means that, in R,(Y),
A(S. h’, o,+.J(Q. h”, O)=(f,S,l,h’,

r(S)) +(/;Q,/;h”,

=(/,Kj;h,

sP)+r(Q)+&f;&)

=(f,E.f,h,

r(E)+A(c?&?)))

t(Q))

=A( E, h. c%(d),.

In other words,/; preserves the defining relations in k’,(X), and by (33) (Theorem 3.1),
Theorem 3.2 follows.
So let us prove (47). For this we may assume that the ground ring is C. We use a
definition of&R) introduced in [S] and [21]. Let P’ be the complex projective line, O(1)
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the standard line bundle of degree one on IP’ and Q a section of c(I) vanishing only at
infinity. Let c be the standard complex parameter
on P’, and ie: X-+Xx P’ the map
sending

x to (.Y.c). On X x P’ consider

the bundle

E=(E

@ S( 1));s.

where S is embedded in E as in 8 and in S(l)= S @ c( 1) by id 8 6. Choose on E’a metric h’
for which the isomorphisms
i,*zz E and i: I?- S @ Q are isometries (S @ Q being equipped
with the orthogonal

direct sum h’ @ h”). Then c%(Z) is the class in i(X)

of

(cf. lot. cit.)
Now consider

the following

commutative

diagram

of proper

smooth

analytic

maps

XxP’-x

whcre/‘=Jx

itfpI and the horizontal

17

IJ

YxP’-

Y

maps are the first projections.

The pull back of T”X and h,r,, by the projection
X x P’--rX
fibration in the scnsc of 3.1, and WC have, for cvcry ~EZ(X x P’),
j:(rl)=J?Jm(~X,r.

Rqx f?=O when q >O since i:E

Furthermorc
Thcorcm

3. I to /‘and

We get

dcfinc_withra

4X,,)).

is cithcr E or S @ Q. Thcrcforc

From (48) and (49) we deduce
-

dd’r(~)log~$-I P’

=-

p, ch(j,E,,f*~log~z~2
s

r(&fd’logI+s PI

We now use the equation

~” ch(~*E,,/*~)loglzl?
s

of currents
dblogI:12=6,-6,.

where dL is the Dirac mass at : E P’. and we obtain
J&b)=

-izr(E)+izr(E)I

By definition

WC may apply

(I?, h’,. We get
J(ch(E, ~)=dcl’r(~)+ch(j;~,,j,~.

JJr(A)=

Kihler

of T, I? and 6 we get
i,+T(&T(iof&T(E)

and
i’,T(6=T(iz@=T(S@

Q)=r(S)+r(Q).

r,

c~(/,E,/,oh3142.

(49)
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Finally

therefore

We conclude that
1;(&6))=

-r(E)+r(S)+s(Q)-c~(,f,B)

as stated in (47).

q.e.d.

3.3. A Conjecture.
We keep the notations of 3.2. The Conjecture

1.3 may be extended to higher degrees as

follows.
Conjecture

3.3. For my

UE iO(X).

rhcfillowiny

holds in s(

~(~(a,,=/*(~(z)r~“(~.~iY1
From Theorem

Y)Q:

h,,,)).

3.2, the Grothcndieck-Riemann-Roth

(50)

Theorem

in Chow groups. and

the exact sequence (3). WC know that the difference bctwecn both sides of (SO) lies in the
image of 4.
The Conjecture

c’J/;(E))=ct,(i.(E),
(using Thcorom

3.3 since

1.3 is a special cast of Conjccturc

hq)

3.I(ii))

APPENIIIX

RY D. %A(;Ik:R: PROOF

OF TIIC: IDEN’I’I’I’Y

(2X)

0 I. PREI.I~llNARIES
We will consistently

USC the notation.
F=

] _e-Y=

f

T, J for two variables

(!z!!ll,l

IZI

’
I_T=j$,
tF”.

y=]og

’

I!

related by

Define coetlicients S,(n, I), S,(/, n) (n, 110) by the generating functions
y’=

n,
c S, (n. I)F”.
“=”

7’” = i SJ,
I=0

and (Sz(I. n)),.,,,
are mutually
so that {S,(n. I))n.,t,,
coeffkients /I,, s,, i, by the generating functions

Alternatively.

n)~‘,

inverse infinite

triangular

matrices.

we can define these numbers by the recursions

nS,(n. I)=IS,(n-

I. I-

I)+(n-

I)S,(n-

I. I),

I-I

lb= -,x0g-q.
with the initial conditions

f7,=0,_,+-,

IS&

1

n

&=I-

n)=11S2(L“-I
x

I. n-

I)-nS,(/-

I. n)

.
-fan---

n-;O ntl-m

01, I 2

I)

Define
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I+ i + . . . + -, and bS,(n.

number, CJ,=
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I!

I) and --S,(I, n) are (up to
n
?I!
sign) the integers known as Stirling numbers of the first and second kind ( = number of permutations

. ,n) having exactly I cycles and number of partitions of { 1, 2, . . ./} into exactly n non-

of{l.2...
empty

subsets, respectively).

The

numbers

S,(n, I) are also the Taylor

coefficients

of binomial

coefficients:

-;

W),‘.

=,g+

0

(~V+;-l)=,$O;S,(n.

The first few values are as fohows (note ~,(n. I)=O

B.

s,

Forn~l./~l,und

if “<I,

0

4

VE{-l.O,l)

S,(/, n)=o
2

I

I)?.
if I<~):

3

4

5

6

dclinc

z,(n.I)=

m’S,(n,m)S,(I+m,n).

i
m-1

We will need the following
constant

(respectively

proposition.

zero. respectively

which says that for fixed 1 the function
linear) for n>l

Y = I), and also gives the values for n = /.I-

0

z_,(n,

I)=

I

a,(n.l)=

I.

(I = n).

n
l

I -ii.

(I=n+

I).
0

-fICcr-I,P,+B,_,]-III,+

Form the generating

and S,(I, n) give

U$n),

.

i A,
Prooj:

z,(n. I) becomes

v= - 1, respectively

(I c fd.

I
--L,

4

and v=O (respectively

function A,(.\-. y)=

l

.
, - A,

(I=n+

;):
a,@.
“< ,.r;ro

/)x”J’.

1).
Then the definitions of S,(n, I)
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with

We now develop everything

in powers of 1 -x.

obtaining

and hence
I-T
A&,

y) = y-

*-

T

I

1-x

- 1-i

Pc.+1Y

‘(x-

where 11,. K,. and /I; are defined by the generating

Com).,rring

Thr

lY,

r=0

functions

the coclhcicnts of .x” (n 2 I) gives

proposition

difTerentiation),

now follows

if we note that pm+,

=i,,

, -1,

(from the definitions),

and

y( I - y) !--+T=

,cO (/I, - /1, , )y’,

42. PROOF OF TtlE IDENTITY
Define an operator/+J*

on polynomials

Ax)=
and for integers I srsn

f C,X”+j*(X)=
“ZO

define a polynomial

4, ,(.4 =
WC wish to evaluate the expression

by

d,.,(x)

i

;“,‘I
C,~, -.

n=0

of degree 2n - I by

(n-r)~(!r-l,!(~+~)(x~n)(x+~--l)~

K, =:A”

(by

ANALYTIC
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that

and hence. denoting

the expression

in square brackets

L(n)+*)=;

by &J.x),

$ (-IT_’

r I
Substituting
the polynomial
first kind. we find

expansions

9...w=n

i

Dvnore by

j;,(x)

n-l
r_

* CA-4.
>

coefficients

in terms of Stirling

numbers

of the

S,(n. OS,(n.ml
[X’-‘(.~+r)-+x’(.~++)~-lJ.
I!

t-1)“--

m!

fhe polynomiul

~ &-I)‘+‘/!
1.m

Procrj: If/(.x) is the derivative

(

of binomial

I.“=’

LEMMA.

TODD

.‘L’(.‘c+ r)“(l, mz0).
m!

(I+m+

’ y(x)

/‘(x)=

(u,-u,)r’*-+’

l)!

of a polynomial

Then

g(x) with y(0) =0, then
-u

- ‘t&x)
dU.

I

0

1-u

n+l
To see this, take /(.lr) = s”. g(x) =.t+7.

Applying

this to g -1;. _ (m 5. I) gives

>
I

I

Ij:.,.,(-r)+m~~,.,(-r)=(-l)'+'r""

0

II’-‘(l-u)”

-‘du (ml I).

The integral equals (!?!??)!
(beta integral). The lemma now follows by induction
(I+m-I)!
m = 0 being trivial.
Now apply the lemma to &,(x) to get
9:,(-r)=n,,~=,((I~~;I-‘S,(n.I)S,(n.m)

=2(-lrn

on m. the case

:-(u,-,-u.)-~(u,-u..,)
r’+m
1

T--K
(i+m)!
I.ln~l
1(-r)J+m,
[

S,hI)S,(n,m)

”
1

ulaI

-____

ul

[

where to get the second line we have interchanged

The expression in square brackets
(I+m+ l)!S,(l+m+
I, n). Thus
L(n)-L(n-

is the coefficient

I)= i S,(n, I) +_,
1-1
[

l)=

of y ‘+m+‘/(/+m+

I)! in (1 -ewy)@. i.e., it equals

-*)a0(n,l+l)+(l+l)u,3_,(n,I+l)-fu,_,sl,(n,/+l)

with z,(l. n) as in $1. The Proposition
L(n)-f.(n-

the roles of I and m in two of the terms. This gives

x”

of 9;I now gives

~[S,+,+u,_,((n+I)lh*,+nS,)l

I.1
+~(i_l.+,)-~u._,l.+(n+I)u.
We are now ready to prove the main identity.

(*I.“., +.).

1
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r,=~n+l)i.,+,la,+,-l~.
Then Un)=s,

+ T& + r,. (See Table

Let R(n) denote s, + 72, + I,: we will write R(n) in terms of Stirling

Prooj

that R(n) - R(n induction.

below.)

The generating

by integration.

numbers and then show

I) agrees with the above expression for L(n) - L(n - I). establishing the result by
S”
C --Tn”=~~,a,-,BI.aswesee
.~,(n+~Y
__
of S,(n, k) we get

function for s, is equivalent

Hence from the definition

to

It+1
1 o,_,;S,(n+I.k).
t=2

s,=(n+l)’

*+I

T;r,=
and therefore.

s”-s,-,=

-(n+l)

C - ---S,(n+
”
L=2 k(k-I)

I. k)

using the recursion satisfied by S,(n. k).
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-
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‘I’; ’ S,(,l. I).

II

1

Also.
i., = cocflicicnt
so

of T” in “,I

=,t,

(;~l,!S”“,“.

using the recursion of .S,(n, I) again -

Combining

thcsc formulas

and the formula

I
2(/+2)!
1

for f.(n) - 1.(~ - I), we find after sonic work

R(rl)-R(n-I)-1.(,,)+f~(,,-I)=lnl

i
I-I

F/I,+,---

.S,(n, I).

Hut this is zero bccausc

This complctcs the proof of the theorem.
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